
DTAS CONFERENCE FRINGE MEETING: DEMOCRACY MATTERS 

 

When thinking about decision-making, ‘local’ could mean a large town, a village or a neighbourhood. 

What does ‘local’ mean to you and your community? 

 Current Local government is not actually local within this context! 

 

 The scale of ‘local’ needs to reflect the services and activities under consideration – 

functions have a natural scale. In some instances a degree of integration will be required 

 

 Most groups discussed differences between urban and rural communities, and the different 

/ characteristics of community – population size, SIMD, travel time to access services, etc.  

 

 Too simplistic to think of ideal community type – different types of decision affect different 

types of people and different geographies in different ways. Needs to be reflected within 

any proposals! 

 

 Boundaries need to be based on natural communities and defined by communities. Some 

suggestion to use high school catchment areas ( so a town like Kirkcaldy would effectively be 

split into 4 ‘communities’. 

 

 The community sector also need to come together more effectively to deliver within and 

across existing community boundaries (communities often see themselves as autonomous, 

independent units). This process could be a positive dynamic which enables communities to 

work better together 

 

 If focus is on geographic communities then CDTs have a key role to play. But fear that this 

may change the nature and effectiveness of CDTs, impact on their relationships, etc 

 

 Democracy Matters needs to be linked into other Scottish Government policy agendas – 

circular economy, local place plans (Planning Bill), regeneration, rural development, town 

centre strategy, etc 

 

Are there existing forms of decision-making which could play a part in exercising new powers? Are 

there forms of decision-making which could work well? What kinds of changes would work in 

practice? 

 

1. Principles and General Approach 

 Support for general thrust of democracy matters – recognition that more needs to take 

place (or be managed) at a more local level 

 

 The opportunity for CDT’s, and other community anchors, to play a more prominent role 

was generally welcomed. However, any proposals need to be sufficiently nuanced to reflect 

the varying levels of community organisation which currently exist in different communities.  



 Could / should CDTs become accountable to wider community, rather than just their 

membership? What would be the implications of this? 

 

 Principle of subsidiarity needs to be adopted from outset as a guiding principle 

 

 Account needs to be taken of impact on more disadvantaged communities to avoid 

increasing inequality between communities. Does this require a more enhanced provision 

within disadvantaged communities? 

 

 Any powers being devolved must come with the appropriate level of legal authority 

 

 Need to be able to plan and deliver over longer term time frames than existing local 

authorities (who find it difficult to plan beyond life of administration). 

 

 Need less focus on organisational type and proscribed roles and greater emphasis on 

outcomes and community benefit 

 

 No interest in ‘tinkering’ with current structures – needs to be ‘bold, big and dirty’ 

 

 Power and influence of local authorities and public bodies needs to be defined and limited 

so that any community-level decision making is not undermined. 

 

2. Models and Proposals (including Powers, Budgets and Functions) 

 Community Planning Partnerships are clearly ‘not working’ and are at the wrong scale. 

 

 Create Local Panel reflecting local population (with emphasis on giving voice to groups often 

excluded from existing structures). These would be paid and supported decision-making 

forums with 5 year term. 

 

 Obvious local authority funds to devolve are Common Good Fund and Section 75 developer 

funding. 

 

 Should the community have more of a scrutiny role – holding the public sector account 

(through some form of audit / review?). 

 

 Can’t ignore the existence of community councils – mixed views on whether they could be 

developed to have a key role in any proposals. Should we create super community councils 

with wider powers and responsibilities, who would be required to consult to develop 

community plans, and be subject to proper elections? 

 

 New proposals should include focus on the national agencies (Fire, Police, etc) who have lost 

any element of democratic accountability 

 

 



 Participatory Budget has possibilities within this agenda, but needs to be serious amounts of 

money and not just a popularity contest. 

 

 Potential role for ‘empowered’ elected members – increased accountability to community. A 

potentially key role to ensure that local authority-level planning and strategy development 

better reflects local plans and priorities 

 

 Create a genuine and representative local partnership / collaborative grouping that could 

hold budgets and make funding decisions. Challenges would be around legitimacy and 

representativeness and potential conflicts of interest (where groups represented are also 

potential delivery organisations) 

 

 Initial devolved powers, budgets and functions could include: asset transfer, housing, 

environment, transport, community infrastructure (public amenity provision), economic 

development, local planning, infrastructure (broadband, telecommunications, etc), 

management of open spaces (and other forms of stewardship), some aspects of health, 

education and social work. Areas where communities are already well placed are civic 

conversations, community development and capacity building.  

 

 Is this an opportunity to promote ‘economic democracy’ – money available to seedcorn fund 

enterprises and projects which respond to / address local needs (see JRF recommendations) 

 

 Is there a role for citizens assembly type provision within any new model? 

 

 Do communities need a new “Right to Act” 

 

3. Other issues 

 Resourcing – long term funding – crucial 

 

 Any new structures need to be staffed to an appropriate level, and a national training 

programme should be put in place to support these staff. 

 

 Better / more creative use of technology to engage people, and for decision making 

processes. 

 

 Create a national database of local / democratic practice 

 

 Need clarification of what kind of implementation timescales we are talking about. 

 

 Things have been done to communities over the last 40 years or so, therefore cultural 

change will be needed within communities (as well as within the public sector). 

 

 

 



4. Way Forward 

 Need to develop a limited number of options for more focussed discussion. Could organise a 

round table discussion for selected members, or focus on 4 communities’ and draw up plans 

for each.  

 

 Do we need to start by assuming everything is done at a community level, and then deciding 

what needs to be delegated upwards to a larger body? 

 

 DTAS response – draw from Education Scotland reviews and other third party evaluations 

 

 Will legislation result in feeling that this is an imposed top-down solution? How can this be 

avoided? 

 

 Do we need a Cabinet Secretary whose remit is purely ‘Communities’? 

 

 


